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Produkten kan vara slutsåld eller borttagen a vårt sortiment. Du kan också ha råkat på en felaktig länk. Använd gärna vår sökruta överst på sidan för att believed fler alternativ. Frågor &amp; svar Terence McKenna's 'Psilocybin Magical Mushroom Grower's Guide' -Terence McKenna, 1985 It is not often the case that
something as fragile and culturally bound as a religious mystery can rise from the near ashes of extinction. Even the natural life of a religious mystery ends eventually with erosion of the relationship between the mysterious driving force of some archetypes. But there are few religious mysteries long enough to experience
this dekadence. Most suppress the dominant orthodoxies already in place or recently imported conquest. The latter situation is an axial description of the situation in the mushroom religion of Mesa-America at the time of the Spanish conquest. In the case of Mesa-American mushroom use, an ancient shamanic religion,
which we know to be in addition to nothing-confronted with Spanish Catholicism, whose relatively advanced technology meant the complete subjugation of humans, a complete breakdown of the ancient gnosis. The mushroom sekta practitioners were burned like heresies. The Indians' insistence on mushrooms as the
flesh of the gods can be particularly agitated by heretized hunters, and perhaps they are not troubled when they have done their bloody business. After all, the 11 flesh of the gods is specifically made for the Christian Eucharist, but it is not nearly as effective as the persecuted mushroom. The use of the fungus has
retreated to remote mountainous peripherals in Spain-Mexico. The ceremony itself was all but lost to a layer of Christian associations. Mushrooms were called Jesus or St. Peter by the old names, names of the planetary gods of the Mayans, forgotten. - Terence McKenna So the case has stood for centuries. In the 1950s
Wasson made his first discovery of the dormant mystery, and more than two decades of mostly scientific etnomycological study followed. This book, first published in 1976, opened a new phase in the rebirth of the mushroom creed by placing cultivation knowledge in the body of publicly available information. More than a
hundred thousand copies have been sold of this book that spawned several imitations and continue to sell well. This means that there are now thousands of mushroom cultivators in the world. It is reasonable to assume that more people are now actively engaged in a religious mission using psilocybin than ever before in
history. This is the complete rebirth of a religious mystery, and it happened in less than a decade! What are the consequences of this pagan mystery in the banal world of modernity? What are the consequences of this decisive, historical shift for those closest to who is it that others are cultivated and taught, how to
cultivate, who makes the change? It is clear that pharmacology aims to provide an ever-expanding repertoire of psychoactive chemicals in the future. But I wonder whether what is needed are new drugs, or the courage to shamanically apply botanical hallucinogens already sanctified by millenia folk use. Few of the
productions in the laboratory will find that it is somatically benign, such as psilocybin, or that it is making structurally similar compounds naturally occurring in the human brain and responsible for normal consciousness. Knowing how to cultivate spreads in society in the same way that mycelium spreads through rye in a
bottle or a bed of compost. - Terence McKenna Once one has actually grown the fungus, it becomes apparent that the fungus uses the same strategy to make it enveloping petri dish or society. A tiny part breaks away from the main body, becoming a new center of radiant growth that expands until it reaches the critical
limit and then breaks down the depleting particles too much with its own life. With this process, which usually affects spores, but in cultivation associated with the propagation of mycelial strains, and at another level, including teaching cultivation techniques by one person to another, the fungus makes its way into the
world. This includes the analogy: This knowledge of how to cultivate spreads in society in the same way that mycelium spreads through rye in a bottle or a bed of compost. There is an apocalyptic consequence: When the technique is ubiquitous in society, fruiting will occur, which means the true power and import of
humanity's relationship with the fungus is suddenly revealed. Psilocybin Magic Mushroom Grower's Guide is honoredly dedicated to R. Gordon Wasson and Albert Hofmann, whose studies of botany and chemistry of magic mushrooms brought psilocybin to the world. You finally know what is unspeakable and what
ecstasy means. - -R.G. Wasson, 1972 In the 1970s, the brother of two of the most influential thinkers of the psychedelic era, Terrence McKenna &amp; his brother, collected what was then known as psilocybin botanics and culture, and presented psilocybin: Magic Mushroom Grower's Guide I own the rights to this
classic. I re-printed a limited number &amp; put together a special:PSILOCYBIN MAGIC PACKAGE – $26.95 tutorial 1-30 Start your review of Psilocybin: Magic Mushroom Grower's Guide: A Manual for Psilocybin Fans on November 15, 2015 Owlseyes marked that read I was just collecting and photographing them; you
don't taste them. No ethno-pharmacological search... nor exhalt states. It's just surveillance. (You can click on any photo) Considering them. ... ('Magic Mushrooms' can permanently change also: Magic Mushrooms Create a Hyperconnected BrainHow Magic Mushroom Change Your BrainScience Graphic of the Week:
How Magic Mushrooms Rearrange Your Brain, Which You Are Now Collecting and Photographing Them; you don't taste them. No ethno-pharmacological search... nor exhalt states. It's just surveillance. (You can click on any photo) Considering them. ... ('Magic Mushrooms May Definitively Alter Personality)see
also:Magic Mushrooms Create a Hyperconnected BrainHow Magic Mushroom Change Your BrainScience Graphic of the Week: How Magic Mushrooms Rearrange Your Brain... More This booklet, about 80 pages old, offers step-by-step instructions on how to grow mushrooms – especially psilocybe cubensis, which are
referred to as stropharia cubensis throughout this book. (The book was published in the 1970's and mushrooms have since been reclassified.) This species is known to induce hallucinations, euphoria, and altered perception in those who ingest it because of the presence of psilocybin, which – throughpsilocin -- interacts
with serotonin receptors. Most th This booklet, about 80 pages, offers step-by-step instructions on how to grow mushrooms – especially psilocybe cubensis, which are referred to as stropharia cubensis throughout this book. (The book was published in the 1970's and mushrooms have since been reclassified.) This
species is known to induce hallucinations, euphoria, and altered perception in those who ingest it because of the presence of psilocybin, which – throughpsilocin -- interacts with serotonin receptors. Most of the information presented can be used for the cultivation of any fungus (except for identification information in point
1 for the species in question and information on the dosage not relevant for edible mushrooms).) The authors didn't explicitly develop this process, but I think it has more to do with the process required between the whims of forgery and the large-scale agricultural approach that can't be exploited by the hobbyist than it
had to do with the specific needs of this fungi. The body of the book is divided into five chapters, which follow the progress of the steps necessary to grow the fungus. The first chapter covers their location and identification of psilocybe cubensis, as well as how to collect and germinate the spores. The second chapter is
about growing mycelial cultures in sterile agar. One of the biggest challenges presented in the book is keeping mold and other undesirable species from growing or among those fungi. In the third chapter, you will learn how sterilized rye grows in ourcelia. The penultimate chapter explores which mycelia is infused with rye
soil in a process that commercial mushrooms agriculture calls for cladding, which ends up in the generation fruiting bodies that are traditionally thought of as mushrooms (although in the wild most bodies are underground).) The final chapter is about r, harvesting the mushrooms, preserving them, and determining dosage.
There is a significant amount of front and back material bookending in the aforementioned chapters. The first material gives the reader some history of psychedelic mushrooms, as well as some insight into their effects. (The Preface and Forward were specifically written by Terrence McKenna, but it is said that the entire
book was written by McKenna and his brother, Dennis.) The Forward and Introduction, where the book feels less like an agricultural guide to the manual and more like a guide to psychedelic, but the reader should be aware that this book is - first and foremost - a guide. The back material includes a series of useful
attached sections, including a vocaca list, a bibliography, a timeline of psilocybin mushroom happenings, and a section to help one make conversions - especially the quantity and weights of the various substances that are used in cultivation. Many graphics applied throughout the book. Most importantly, there are a
number of black and white photos that will help clarify the process described in text. There are also a few line-drawn works of art depicting psychedelic mushrooms in the cultural context - both in the ancient shamanic tradition and in the newer wave of use. It's a quick read that gets into all the necessary processes to
cultivate mushrooms. The authors compare it with canned cans in terms of the degree of complexity. (This rings are true as both processes rely heavily on sterilization.) This is a guide, and if one is not interested in the growing process, you may find the book a little dry. I found it interesting to learn about the growing
process as well as the information about the Forward, Introduction, and Chronology of psychedelic, in particular. If you are interested in cultivating mushrooms or are very curious about mushrooms, I recommend this book. ... more February 26, 2011 Jason so far that was ok with the authors of cute names. There is
unusual speculation about intelligent spores from outer space. This makes growing mushrooms look hard, especially considering that these fungi are often said to grow on cow poop. Cow poo, which doesn't have to go through autoclave or spray with lysol. My goal in purchasing this book is to learn about the properties of
Magic Mushrooms as I want to take a ghost walk when the time is right, and I wanted to learn about a more natural method than harder/stronger chemicals (such as LSD/Acid). A lot of information in this book made sense to me, although some of the concepts and ideas covered or discussed will have to be further
researched myself in order for me to fully understand. One of the interesting The fungi of Myc Aim are buying this book to learn about the properties of Magic Mushrooms as I want to take a ghost walk when the time is right, and I wanted to learn about a natural method like harder/stronger chemicals (such as LSD/Acid).
A lot of information in this book made sense to me, although some of the concepts and ideas covered or discussed will have to be further researched myself in order for me to fully understand. One interesting aspect of fungi is their Mycelium network. learning to really blew my mind and made me look at this body in a
completely different light, it was before reading this book. I truly believe in my heart that magic mushrooms and mycelium networks are a gift for some higher power (be it Mother Nature, Father God or alien spores traveling through interstellar space and finding a new home on Earth). I recommend and recommend this
book to anyone who is interested in magic mushrooms, as the information presented in this book almost force a new found respect for this body and it's abilities. ... several June 07, 2020 Miles so far have been very liked, while many of the methods are hereby explained, have since usurped the more economic
technique, nevertheless, the comically riveting passion for Terence and lil bro shines through the champagne, as it should be on this quintessential little pamphlet's original concept so many years ago. the surreal feeling of walking with a younger McKenna, as he selflessly and encouragingly shares shamanic knowledge,
though his lips of a Western man are aware of his own circumstance, a truly joyous ex, while many of the methods he has now explained have since usurped the economic technique, nevertheless, his comically riveting passion for Terence and lil bro shines through the champagne, as it should on this quintessential little
pamphlet's original concept so many years ago. the surreal feeling of walking with a younger McKenna as he altruistically and encouragingly shares shamanic knowledge, though his from the lips of a Western man aware of his own circumstance, is a truly joyous experience and even if you weren't to follow this guide to a
T (*which you shouldn't dare cuz magic mushrooms are horribly illegal and Bad capital B times 3 ) there's still an entire microcosm of mini-insights tucked away in the 'incidental contact' involved here in the most yet biologically complicated experience of 'reading.' ... more June 15, 2020 Derek Frasure so far very
much liked interesting essay appending pragmatic instructions. McKenna uses mushrooms to denaturalize anthropocentrism. Part self-realization of human potential motion stuff and part stoner mysticism, it's provocative. It's not entirely convincing, but it's moments of rhetorical brilliance and argument that I'm willing to
entertain. August 13, 2020 so far it's been wonderful You're a pioneer in the world whose future is common and whose living organisms are full of singularity and surreal transformative promise.  Henry so far did not like February 25, 2016 Omsi so far was amazing May 23, 2018 Roy so far really liked Jan
02, 2013 Gmcelfresh so far it was amazing July 09 , 2020 Greg Kuchmek so far really liked September 27, 2017 Jovi Mirkovic so far it was amazing July 12, 2018 Mary so far so much liked May 28, 2013 Sergio G. so far it's been amazing November 27 , 2012 2012
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